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music: dm Fitzhugh, j j McCabe 
lyrics : j j McCabe, dm Fitzhugh 
vocal: Cris Noel 
Rhodes : Nate from Percy Hill 

Three planets from the sun, 
"conflict is fuel. 
The latest fad on earth goes on 
assuming their existence is 
naturally cruel. 

They believe in time and expiration. 
Truth comes through 
light years wayside. 
Give and receive: 
Hate and break each other. 
5ome have respect. 
Some have'too much pride. 

There is something out there 
beyond comprehension; * 
A magnificent creation 
of Its own appetite; 
Hungrily colassal, 
this massive contradiction: 
forever just may be never in sight. 

I am a part of Infinity now. 
I fill a space so small. Ii|| ■ . p| 
I might not exist in these f 
problems at all... - s 

Everyone could get along 
with some integrity. 
To disagree is inviting Disorder. 
What you label your god'has to eat.‘ 

Human beings attempt to be superior, 
and vanish before they take place- 
wrap one another in ' ■ 
blankets of oommotion. 
Taste gruesome 
when they wash their brains. 

Another point of interest... 
matters are quite frightening. 
Space has no limit. ' ‘ i 
Does it end? Did it start 
these constant interactions 
of nothing disregarded? 
Surrender to what betters one’s part s 

I am a part of Infinity now 
I fill a space so small 
I might not exist in these 
roblems at all... 
he Hugeous eats another. 

music : dm Fitzhugh 
lyrics t dm Fitzhugh, j j McCabe 
hammond D-3 organism and 
accordlan : Nate 

I bonder if I am ever meant 
to grasp deeper meanings 
behind why we cra\N\ around. 
I gather up the strength 
I get from having felt so down. 
I ‘II get out now 
Lean feel it but 
i can’t tell what it is: 
a brilliant qole or a festival? 
I have to get past this : 
so I don’t miss my mpments to 
figure it out "3$^ 

Time, come get me off this. J 
It was a good enough ride J 
but it lost it’s sense to me. 
Life, please give me silence. 
I wasvscreaming that time but 
now I’m tired of being forever 
questioning. 
I am stuck here forever 
questioning. 
I can’t go on forever questioning 
this existence. 
I spiral weightlefs 
into the Unknowns 
where I might find answers. I 

.1 wonder if am ever meant 
to cross over bridges of 
my most genuine fears. 
The balance goes between 
ail that I want and what we’ve found. 
We are still here. 

’We can fpe\ it, but 
we don’t know whaf to do; 

Tally victory for my deficiency. 
All that I connect is intercepted 
by disturbances grown into years. 

Time, come get me off this. 
It was a good enough ride 
but it lost it’s sense to me. 
Life, please give me silence. 
I was screaming that time but 
now I’m tired of being forever 
questioning. 
I am stuck here forever 
questioning. 
I can’t go on forever questioning 
this existence. 
I spiral weightless 
into the Unknowns 
and suffer the answers. 

music : jk Pettit 

music : jk Pettit, pd Carvelas 
lyrics : j j McCabe 
vocal: Taina from the band _ 
Anti-Product 3v;, .>J|§ 

| Relief of subduing kind... 
| I reproach insanity. 
| Will I restore stability? 
j I can not stop itching. 
•j Not even Goa can soothe me. 

I have never hurt so deep. 
Placid rest, make me smile. 

Flames. An impossible pain 
becomes real as it must be. 

Please, something deliver me 
from the intensity. 
I. bid to be well. 
Squeeze narcotics in these veins. 
I can not accept the pain 
of burning in hell. 

Urticate... hell maligned. 
Urticate... hell inclined. 
Urticate... hell defines this 
Urticaria. 
I can not stop itching. 

I Not even god can soothe me. 
if Will I ever get to sleep through 
| Urticaria 

An occasional hour for mystery; 
disorder induced. 
Scratched and spread, 
foot to head. 
Delief in presence of mind; 
mine defunct in time of need. 
Why is this happening to me? 
I adorned with evil 
torture hath no equal. * 
Undergo true tibrror 
wide awake, immobile. .../■-, ?/ 

Flames. An possible pain 
becomes real as it must be. 

music : dm Fitzhugh 
’ rics : dm Fitzhugh, j j McCabe 

They caift make it much harder. 
Wait for it to fade 
into the^ blotter 
This blood soaks it all jn. 
All too alone,' 
it’s all very well 
when all the fish are ashen 
as they pass through a wheel. 
They can make me think. 
They can’t make me feel. 

So I scrape and I scour and 
the wheals scream 
of hopeless attempt. 
This body’s enflamed. 
Its spirit aches. 

| It’s all growing on a stone. 
f l reason in a vacuum 
| and slave to a drone. 

1 I’ve been tired so long, 
only these hours of revolving 

i bring me back anymore. 

They can’t make it much clearer. 
Snap towards the bait 
through murky waters... 
their hooks tear through my face 

Eventually 
all of this pain can subside. 
We abide by fears and freedoms, 
and allow the vice to win. 
I will always be. 
Life has always been. 

music : dm Fitzhugh 
lyrics : dm Fitzhugh, j j McCabe 

Stick between the yellow lines 
smack in the middle of the road. 
Surrender to governmental zen. 
We’re doing fine in our wonderland, 
me and my chameleon friends... 
I am the Doss Hog of the nineties, 
still the same sick punk 
I’ve always been, 
the secret eye in your bathroom. 
I’m gonna bring us all down 
to watch heaven and hell juxtapose. 
Drave an evolution that’ll 
have nowhere to go. 
Forget the Constitution. 
We have no use for it now. 

and it won’t be long 
until we burn off the surface 
coz after all we have never I earned 
when to say enough & we move on... 
Next step for the monkey... 

What will be the.pext step 
when we’ve taken it too far? 
Willrpur prophecies come to 
Dig business sucking out 
our breath or might 
Dig Drother come for you? 
It’s the end of the century. 
We’re creeping up on Judgment Day. 
I don’t know which way we’ll go 
but it’s going to be fun 

to watch us all run from the reaper 
The right side wrestles Satan 
as they try to slip Him tongue 
while the left debate debating 
till they’re swallowed by the sun 

and it won’t be long 
until we burn off the Surface 
coz after all we have never I earned 
when to say enough & we move on... 
Next step for the monkey... 

No probable cause to attack 
Next step for the monkey... 
We’re finally fading to black 
and now we have gone 
too far to get back. 

music :ja Lomonaco.jp Loughlin 

music : ja Lomonaco, jk Pettit, pd 
Carvelas 
lyrics : j j McCabe, jk Pettit 

Ugly ugly sun 
in this aptmosphere doesn’t burn, 
don’t make me warm, 
don’t make me gloom. 
Give me what I want to learn. 

Rusted golden fences 
surround men full of pride 
in what they’ve made and 
grown to hate 
as we take our steps outside 

Lift up the manhole cover 
We let ourselves too far down 

How does it feel to be free 
in our promised land today? 
How does it feel... . 
to have been stabalized 
and bastardized 
as sanctioned men? 



Castles made of waste 
from our cities’ memories build; 
Shine like a gold 
that can not be sold; 
Just imagined through the turn 

Swim realization 
Smell like a freeman underground 
The terms are placed 
on. you runaways 
Fact is we all drown 

The prophet’s sent asunder 
We let ourselves get too high 

How does it feel to be free 
in our promised land today? 
How does it feel 
to have been stabalized 
and bastardized 
as sanctioned... 
indeed how does it feel to be? 

music : jp Loughlin 

music :Ja Lomonaco . 
lyrics ; j j McCabe , j 
vocal; Tai 

I’m on my knees. 
I’m squeezing cheeks. 
I’m holding mine as long as I can 
I’m going to breathe efficiently 
to stay above it. 
I’ll wait to put my shit in the fan. 
You are going to want peace 
you made a lie. 
Do you.wanna run for awhile? 
Soon you’ll fly 
around in the whirl 
moving until you die. 

Cataract... 
Stratospherical Liason. 
Cataract... '£ ' 
Stratospherical Liason. of & 

I’m going to let it build; 
I’m gonna let it sit. 
You are almost done, 
then my turn will come 
I am going to play 
so that no one wins 
for I might be the monster 
but you are the man 
that is going to want peace 
you made a lie. 
So you wanna go 
home to momma? 
Please don’t whine. 
She sent you her love 
and she said her goodbyes. 

We’ll never be free of each other. 
We’ll never be free of our selves, 
and yet we exist together- 
trapped in a sliver to 
Shine. 

music ; pd Carvelas 

music : dm Fitzhuah, ja Lomonaco, jk 
Pettit 
lyrics : j j McCabe, |p Loughlin 
vocal: Cris Noel 
hammond D-3 organism ; Nate 

L. Shamus Sing 
you $re the one 
who must create what 
can not be done 
We both know that ungodly ^ *igl 
amounts of money hold 
automobiles, tabacco fields and ip; 
record companies in our control 

Nobody is allowed 
to pay attention. 
Observe a blind society 
where no citizen. Kays all that much attention 

low and then we wonder 
why such animosity 

Oblivion does not sound exciting j 
Oblivion does not look appealing 
Oblivion does not provide i 
much feeling but it 
apparantly feels real good 

You work all day ; 
You think all night 
You might get paid j 
well if you design 
a super mainframe, information bank j 
and sentient being 
One that paves a way to ages 
of demoralized technology 

We like to use 
the artificial methods 
to yield intelligence from you j 
Allow civilians to think 
twice about objections ' I 
Now and then they’ll wonder 
but they’ll never know the truth t 

Oblivion does not sound exciting 
Oblivion does not look appealing 
Oblivion does not provide 
much feeling but it apparantly 
feels OK 

! 

All music by Yolk © 1996 Yolk/ASGAP. j 
except Don us Track written by.Mike ) 
and Mark Dickinson of'Abalienation j 
© 1992 Obese Music and arranged by 
Dave Fitzhugh and Jim McCabe 
a few years later. .••• - 

Dedicated to our friends Chuckie D 
and Undo Nick Carvelas 
Rest in Peace 

Produced by Danio Saratak iauriceWa 
Co-Produced by Jim Walsh and Yolk 
Executive Producers. Jim Walsh 
and Viadimir Akivovich Efros 

Recorded and mixed by Paul Antonell 
& Danyil Goodwin at The ClubHo,use J 
in Germantown, NY 6.15 - 9.4 1996 
recorded entirely on Amp ex 499 at 50 ipgu 
Recording Tapes provided 
by Terrapin Tapes @ 500.677.d650 

Assistant engineering by Rich LaSalvia 
Digital engineering & programming by Danio 
Mastered by Mark Wilder with Chris Athens 
at Sony Studios, NYC 

Man who painted front cover : Misha Pavlenin 
Women who took photographs : 
Jennifer Ware, Anna Gabriel & Suzan Wisniski 
Things that did art layout & design I 
Jimmyjohn McCabe, Rebecca Childs & Pat Surke 



■Vladimiif Bundy, Bryan, Meem, Marcus, Murphy, AdMf, Mikes Burrell, Els/sky, & Phillips; Faina, Andrew Borrow, Chris Barber, Pat Burke; Angela Storkmann, Rebecca Childs, Jon Topper, 
Mike Vyright and the moe.organization. Born Leaders Anonymoui; Mark Sbhnson at the PhilqjPustom Shop; Mike and Dave at McNeil Music; DaniO; Danyil, Erin, Rich, and Paul at the CiubHouse; Mark Wilder, Chris Athens, and 
Dionne Lembo at Sony Studios; Jen Ware, Keith Lambrinos, the Brothers Meleski, Ali Mehr, and Josh Alvarez. ■ gives up the Hugeous for Tai, Cris, and Nate; Greg Bell and Tim Walther; Adina, Faina and 
Peter Engel, Arak and Akiva Efros, James Sharp, Scott Taylor, Greg Gefell, Tony Gross, Mike Goodman, Todd Craig, Kucera, Wayne Guest, Pat Jordan, Harry Goldsmith; the Thompson’s, Kay and Dan, Brian Christie, Carol 
Shaubkin, Fernandina Beach and the Yu lee Coolies; Our people in Erie; Clea, WPW, Marlene and Jim Walsh, Mark McKenna; Passport Designs, digital Expressions, Mark of the Unicorn, Bohntng Inc., Akai, Y'ahama, Eye & I 
Productions, the Digital Kitchen and Soundwerx for Mind Control & Maximum Impact, Syntohic Generator, Sabia 1, and Apple Computer; McPheely, Christina Wicharm, Jim Gynan, John Egitto, Phil Clark, Renee McKane, Joette 
& Jerrod; Col. Bruce Hampton & the Figi Mariners, Schleigho, Project SL Moon Boot Loven, Ominous Sea pods, \quarium Rescue Unit, Freightrain, the Headstone Circus, Percy Hill, Fighting Gravity, Five Found Opinion, the 

, 100 Iced Animals, Grinch, Pink Furnace, Good Cows, Who Cares, Almighty Senators, Fanny Cracker, ano the Goodies; the whole Sliders crew, Tim and Q-Tip at Joe’s, and you folk on the mailing list. 

For the Mental Pandemonium: Fishbone, Matt Groening, Mr. Bungle, Wu-Tang, Jimmy Page, Herman Hesse, Primus, Ralph Nader, Chuck D, PE.T.A., Feed The Children, Fugazi, Sepultura, Mephiskapheles, Shootyz 
Groove, Tom Morello, Fantera, and Jane’s Addiction. A love and respect supreme to Angela, Miguel, Lauren, Jayr e, my NYC people, Allysa, Jess, Dave V, Amy S, Brendan, Gruely, Dylan, Effie, Becca, Amy B, 79 Murray ‘91, any 
friend anywhere, my folks and my sisters. I would like to thank my beloved family - Joe and 5etsy Lomonaco, Theresa and Andre\N Grillo, Peg and Jim Sandwick, Joe Lomonaco Jr., Mary Lou Sandwibt, Joe 
Long,f:Jen McCague, Jim Wheeler, Dave Belknap, Vinnie Pinnella, Crystal Elaine Guest, Chris Woiccak, my old pals at Wegman’s, B.L.A., Allyssa,.Arianne Drachler, Don Trues^ale, Sean Swayze, Derrick Ogden, Bethany Eggleston, 
Mike tinsmon, Mark Johnson, Dominique Mordoff, Darcie Argro, Mike Farrell... for the inspiration and support. heaps much thanksftpon: The one the Elves call lluvatar; Mom |nd Dad for all I have; My brothers 
and their families; Cris for her love and tolerance; Jack for the watch; Andre\N at Evans, Tony and Rob at GMSlanp Mark Johnson at the Philo Custom Shop for their tremendous help and generosity; Paul at the Buffalo 
Drum Outlet for years of help; Bud, Mike, Dan,.and everyone at Sliders; Chandler, Page, and all at Jack Straw’s; Barbara; Frank Zappa; Leslie, Justin, and Ma Brown; Dani; Matt Groening for my sanity; Alicat; Zack D, Ani D, 
and Chuck D for continuing inspiration; moe. and the entourage for all their help and support (and still letting me be%eer||With them.); My Proto, anyone whose filled it, and anyone I’ve forgotten because of it. ' 
adoration: Here is love to my sisters, momma, and friends who know that I know what and who they are to me. nfinite reJpect for the works of Kurt Vonnegut Jr., Monty Python, Harvey Kietel, Proyecto Nuevo, Timid Demon, 
Gout, Fishbone,, Primus, Soundgarden, Pixies, Talking Heads, Mr. Bungle, Mr. Tom Waits, Ms. Ani Difranco^and Ms. Dayna Delis. GreaterfLove to L. Michelle Guest for this “little trip to heaven*" I’m on. Extra thanx to Dale 
Thomas; Extra Love to Earth (heaven), my Hate for so many people and things (hell), and Slider’s (sanctuary) thanks his friends and family. would like to express heartfelt thanks to: my family, 
Adam and Shi-Shi, 91.5 WSQX for saving Binghamton, Jennifer, M. Joy, the Thomsons , Vonnegut, Hesse, Thorequ, Josh, Darcy, Dre, Ted, Kyle, Vinnie, Web, Cork, Burrefls, Frank Zappa, Ivo Papasov, MMW, Bird, Diz, Cannonball, 
Trans, Paul Desmond, Gerry Mulligan, Frank Foster, Eddie Harris, Phil Woods, Branford, Fharoh, Freddie Hubbard, Miles, Slam Stewart, and anybody who has fought to keep music programs in our schools. 
To my family for all the love and confidence; To Yoshiko for loaning the car and sax for the jiudition (without your loving inspiration thi§ would not have been possible); To all those on the road who've offered their warmth and 
kindness; T<?Bok! and the Birdman for walkin’ the tracks w/me now and back when; To all the artists who lowemk their standards to permit my growth as a musician; To all my good friends in Rochester and. Binghamton, To; 
Shaver and the Rats for bein’ so cool: I am eternally grateful to all of you for your love, patience, and support. 
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64 Fulton Stpoot, 1st Hoop, 
Wsohawken, NJ 07087 

Booking: Pretty Polly 817.006.1246 
Yolk hotline: 212.802.8758 






